
EuroTier China 2021 & AgriFuture Conference China 
Two events to take place in Nanjing at same time
 Taking place from October 18-20, 2021, EuroTier China will open 
its doors for the expert world of animal farming. 

After the successful show in 2020, this years' EuroTier China 
takes place in Nanjing at the China Jiangsu Baima Agriculture 
International Expo Center. 

Besides the two days of trade fair, visitors and exhibitors can also 
expect a condensed conference program and field trips to adjacent 
agricultural sides.

Together with the AgriFuture Conference China, EuroTier China 
follows its promise and brings national and international experts 
from the animal farming industry on stage to exchange ideas on 
trend-setting topics in the industry.

EuroTier China offers the platform for experts from the animal 
farming industry. Located in Nanjing, Jiangsu province, it takes 
place in the provincial centre of animal farming with access to the 
leading feed equipment producers of the country and outside.

EuroTier China will also tour between April and September 2021 
to several farming regions in China. Each stop will be held in an 
in-depth workshop format and focus on a particular topic of animal 
farming. 

International companies will be part of the tour by presenting their 
solutions to a selected audience.

The EuroTier China Road Show offers them the exclusive 
opportunity to meet prior EuroTier China new customers and expand 
their business.

INDUSTRY EVENTS

Dialogue. To us that means getting up 
and going to our customers, getting 
to know you and finding out what you 
want. Thanks to modern laboratories 
and production facilities close to our 
customers, we can quickly develop the 
right solutions and users can quickly  
test them. We like being close to our 
customers. Because that way, they get 
what they need.

Customer contact at Mühlenchemie

“We set milestones  
 worldwide.  
 Because we’re at  
 home worldwide.”

Tom Runge, Area Sales Manager ECOWAS,  
Mühlenchemie, talks to Tony Ofili,  
Marketing Manager, Vitachem Nigeria

Mühlenchemie. German Quality Worldwide.

 www.muehlenchemie.com#understandingflourA member of Stern-Wywiol Gruppe

digital-millers-conference.com16 – 22 September 2021

Join the first  

Digital Millers  

Conference!

Maintenance and Automation
The OcrimWebinar series continues with its second 
episode
 Broadcast live and online at 10am (UTC+2) on May 
27, 2021, the most recent OcrimWebinar discusses 
news and benefits about the innovative BioStoneMill 
and related stone grinding. 

This cutting edge machine is able to mix the past 
with the present, combining the "know-how" of the 
tradition with the most modern technologies in the 
milling field.

The speakers include Simone Montanari, Paglierani 
Srl mechanical engineer, and Simona Digiuni, Ocrim 
biotechnologist.

Although this event is mainly aimed at milling 
plants owners, investors, technicians and millers, 
participation is highly recommended to all operators 
who wish to keep up to date about the latest 
technological and mechanical innovations in the 
milling sector. 

From now on all OcrimWebinars will be available 
in different languages, with an interpreter translating 
the event simultaneously in English, French and 
Spanish.
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